The energy absorption and load-bearing capacity under axial compression of some model cellular structures are studied with an eye toward optimization based on structural mass or volume available for deformation. Three configurations are considered: multilayer, multi-cell and multi-tube, all of a rectangular-cell topology. Loading is applied either parallel or normal to the cell axis. The cell's aspect ratio and the relative density of the material q are systematically varied. The specimens are laterally confined by rigid walls to stabilize the deformation, but the effect of confinement diminishes for sufficiently large number of cells. A square-cell topology seems to be optimal. Together with an appropriate value for q, this provides an optimal constraint on the wavelength of the characteristic buckle and consequently extensive energy dissipation throughout the material body. When considering mean stress, crush energy and stroke or densification strain on the basis of minimum mass and volume simultaneously, q % 0.5 seem to be a viable compromise among conflicting trends. The mechanical performance in this case is considerably improved over common cellular structures, for which q is typically <0.1.
Introduction
Cellular topology is a basic design tool in natural, biological and man-made structures. The material porosity may serve a variety of functions, including provision for high stiffness, shock mitigation, heat dispersion, fracture localization and crush energy absorption. A comprehensive review of the subject is given by Gibson and Ashby (1997) . We here are primarily concerned with load-bearing and crushworthiness, a subject of growing interest in applications to the aerospace, marine and automotive industries. Cellular structures are generally made of thin-walled elements, and they are designed to resist loading normal or parallel to the cell axis. In the former case, for which foams and honeycombs are but special examples, the dominant deformation mechanism is shear instability (e.g., Shim and Stronge, 1986; Papka and Kyriakides, 1994) . In the case of loading 0020-7683/$ -see front matter Ó 2007 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. doi:10.1016 All rights reserved. doi:10. /j.ijsolstr.2007 along the cell axis, e.g., circular or rectangular-section tubes, the deformation is generally characterized by progressive buckling and folding up to full densification (Alexander, 1960; Abramowitz and Jones, 1984) . From the viewpoint of load-bearing and energy absorption per mass or volume available for deformation, common cellular structures are not particularly efficient because the plastic deformation is mostly limited to isolated regions in the material. It is the purpose of this work to explore how the cell topology may be designed to circumvent this apparent shortcoming and enhance the mechanical performance.
The mechanical performance may be assessed from a number of often competing viewpoints, including structural mass and volume available for deformation. Studies on various cellular materials including honeycombs (Papka and Kyriakides, 1994) , foams (Brezny and Green, 1990; Subhash and Liu, 2004) , wood (Vural and Ravichandran, 2003) and trusses (Queheillalt and Wadley, 2005) indicate that the strength and crush energy is greatly affected by the cell topology and relative density. Here we attempt to elucidate the effect of these two factors more systematically and unambiguously by resorting to the relatively simple model systems shown in Fig. 1 , where loading may be applied either normal to the cell axis (a and b) or along it (c). To help stabilize the deformation, the specimens are confined by rigid walls on all four lateral surfaces (Fig. 2b) . The effect of confinement diminishes as the number of cells is made sufficiently large, however. The process of deformation under axial compression is observed in situ using a video recording system. The tests are supplemented by FEM simulations to expose basic deformation mechanisms. The mechanical performance is examined based on the volume as well as the mass of the structure. Section 2 provides a preliminary overview of the problem and the design approach while Section 3 deals with the relatively simple and instructive case of a single bar. The test apparatus and test results are presented in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. A discussion on the effect of loading rate is given in Section 6.
Preliminary

Specimens
As shown in Fig. 1 , three different specimens are employed, all constructed of a basic rectangular cell of wall thicknesses t. The specimens are confined by four rigid walls while axially compressed, see Fig. 2 . The length, cross-sectional area and volume of the confining space are denoted as L, A and V, in that order. Specifically:
(a) Multilayer -a 2D plane-strain specimen made of n bars spaced equal distance apart, width H, depth e (in the z direction), A = He and V = HeL. The load is applied along the vertical direction or normal to the cell axis. The special case of a bilaterally confined bar is recovered for n = 1, with the width of the structure in this case denoted as h (so that A = he, V = heL). (b) Multi-cell -made of m modular units, each of width H and depth e, with A = mHe and V = mHeL. Each unit contains i rectangular perforations of dimensions a · b. Again, the load is applied normal to the cell axis. (c) Multi-tube -a 3D configuration containing j · j prismatic perforations, each of dimension c · d, with A = HB and V = HBL. This specimen is distinguished from the previous two in that the load is applied along the cell axis or normal to the plane of the paper, hence the term ''tube''. Multi-tube constructions have been shown to enhance mechanical performance, see a recent study by Kim (2002) .
The relative density (or volume of the material divided by the confinement volume V) is easily found as
Nominal stress-strain response
Let P and D be the axial load and end shortening, respectively, and define e D/L and r P/A as the nominal strain and stress of a virtual material occupying V. To illustrate the data reduction scheme, shown in Fig. 3 are two experimental stress-strain curves corresponding to the multi-cell specimen (Fig. 1b) . Unlike for common low-density cellular materials, for which the stress fluctuates but otherwise is nearly uniform over the deformation, here the stress tends to ''harden'' with load. This effect, which is enhanced as the cell's aspect ratio is reduced, may be beneficial in moderating the shock of impact. The curves are terminated when the stress rises sharply, indicating an approach toward full densification. Accordingly, the terminal strain from such a plot may be taken as the densification strain e d . Assuming material incompressibility, the latter would be given by This relation has been confirmed to a good accuracy in our previous study of bilaterally confined bar (Chai, 2006) . (It should be noted that for standard cellular solids a complete densification may not always be achieved due to geometrical constraints. In such a case some amendments to Eq. (2) may be necessary.)
Assessment of mechanical performance
The mechanical performance of cellular structures may be assessed from a number of viewpoints, including crushworthiness, stroke or densification strain and load-bearing capacity, all of which are generally desired to be as large as possible. The load-bearing capacity is represented here by the mean load P m or mean stress r m = P m /A. Neglecting elastic contributions, the total work transmitted by the load P during the entire deformation history, W, would be given by Vr m e d . We shall assess the quantities W and P m based on either the volume of the structure V or its mass, M. With the aid of Eq. (2), one may write Densification energy per unit confining volume,
where U is given by the area under the r-e curve, e.g., Fig. 3 , and c is the mass/unit volume of the material. The quantities above may be cast into the following dimensionless forms
where r 0 is the uniaxial yield stress in compression of the actual material, and a r 0 /c. Note that U * , which may be interpreted as the effective crush strain of a virtual rigid-perfectly plastic material occupying the entire confinement volume V which is characterized by r 0 , would be a universal function only if the post-yield response of the actual material remains flat. Given that U * = U * (q), all mechanical quantities in Eq. (3) are but a simple variant of q. Derivation of explicit relations for U * (q) for our specimens appears prohibitive. Nevertheless, a great deal of insight may be gain from the simple and instructive single bar case, shown in the extreme left of Fig. 1a , for which closed-form analytical relations supported by test data are available (Chai, 2006) . This is discussed next. Fig. 3 . Experimental nominal stress-strain curve for two single-unit multi-cell specimens (Fig. 1b) ; m = 1, t = 2 mm, r 0 (=74 MPa) is the uniaxial yield stress in compression of the PVC material used.
3. The case of a confined bar (Fig. 1a , n = 1) 3.1. Tests Fig. 4 (symbols) shows tests data for a bilaterally confined PVC bar having a fixed thickness t, variable gap h and a fixed length to thickness ratio L/t. The original data of U * vs. q or t/h (Chai, 2006) are reproduced here in terms of the dimensionless quantities in Eq. (3), with r 0 taken as 74 MPa (Appendix A). As shown, all four quantities of interest greatly vary with q. The specific energy (a) seems to be maximized over the range q = 0.5-0.75. On a per unit mass (c), the maximum seems to shift to q % 0.5, although the variations about this value are quite mild. The mean stress in both the cases (i.e., (b) and (d)) monotonically increases with q. Before proceeding with the analytical model, we report on a complementary FEM work carried out here for the purpose of shedding more light on the deformation process of the bar.
FEM analysis
A commercial FEM code (Ansys, Inc.), specified to plane-strain, large-strain and quasi-static conditions, is used to simulate the deformation history of the confined PVC bar. A four-node element having two degrees of freedom at each node (''plane182'') is employed. The stress-strain response used in this analysis is given in Appendix A. Although the yield behavior of polymers is known to depend on the rate of pressure and rate of loading, given the lack of a well substantiated flow rule under very large strain conditions for such materials, we simplify the problem by invoking rate-independent incremental plasticity theory based on the von Mises flow rule and isotropic strain hardening. Friction between the bar and confining surfaces is assumed to obey Coulomb's law, with a friction coefficient l. Self-penetration of the specimen surfaces or inter-penetration between the latter and the confining walls is eliminated with the help of a built-in contact algorithm. (Fig. 1a , n = 1); (a) and (c) -normalized densification energy per unit volume and mass, respectively, (b) and (d) -normalized mean stress on the basis of unit volume and mass, respectively. Symbols denote tests pertaining to t = 1, 2 or 4 mm and a fixed ratio L/t = 26 (Chai, 2006) , r 0 = 74 MPa, curves are analytic predictions from Eq. (4) using a friction coefficient l = 0.33 (solid line) or l = 0 (dashed line).
The upper edge of the bar is axially compressed in small increments nearly up to densification. A small transverse displacement is initially applied to the specimen to help start the buckling process. Fig. 5 shows FEM simulations of the deformation history for two confinement levels, namely t/h = 0.5 (a) and t/h = 1/3 (b), both pertaining to t = 2 mm, L/t = 12.5 and l = 0.33. For t/h = 0.5, the deformation is characterized by progressive buckling and folding which is accompanied by pronounced barreling. The delivered energy seems to be mainly absorbed by axial compression. The compacted material exhibits a cell-like pattern having a wavelength approximately three times the bar thickness. As the confinement gap is relaxed below t/h = 0.5 (b), sliding between opposing ligaments of the buckle becomes geometrically possible. This leads to an interesting spiral-like deformation pattern dominated by bending rather then the more energy-consuming axial compression.
Analytical relations
Closed-form analytic relations for the crush energy density in a confined bar were proposed by Chai (2006) . Naturally, due to the complexity of the problem, some simplifying assumptions were invoked, including material incompressibility and rate-independent, rigid-perfectly plastic material response characterized by a uniaxial-compression yield stress r 0 . The results are summarized as follows:
where
and subscripts c, b and f indicate contributions from axial compression, bending and friction, in that order. The quantity U c is derived assuming that the entire material undergoes a uniform axial compression up to complete densification. Note that in view of Fig. 5a , the original derivation of U c is somewhat augmented here by introducing the coefficient C c , previously taken as unity. In this way, the axial stress is assumed to vary from r 0 when t/h ! 1 to s 0 when t/h ! 0.5, where s 0 denotes the yield stress in shear. The quantity U b is calculated assuming contribution from plastic hinges only, with the number of hinges per unit bar length obtained empirically from the tests. The calculation of U f considers the frictional work involved in the compaction and translation of all characteristic buckles toward full densification. Fig. 4 (solid lines) plots the variation of the four mechanical quantities in Eq. (3) with q or t/h from Eq. (4) using s 0 /r 0 = 1/3 1/2 and l = 0.33 for best fit. Note the discontinuity at q = 0.5, reflecting the discontinuous nature of the solution about this value. The results seem to capture basic experimental trends. When considering maximizing mean stress, crush energy and stroke or densification strain on the basis of mass and volume simultaneously, the experimental and analytic results in this figure indicate that q % 0.5 may be a viable compromising choice. Also shown in this figure as a dashed line is the analytic prediction for a frictionless contact l = 0. The observed reduction relative to the solid lines (l = 0.33) attests to the prominent role of friction (and thus the specimen length L) on the mechanical response. In the context of cellular structures, one expects the friction contribution to diminish as the number of interior cells in the specimen is increased, however.
The results presented in this section are much similar to that for a bilaterally confined tube (Chai, 2007) . Based on the insight gained from the bar and tube studies, we shall generally concentrate in testing our cellular structures on a relative density ranging from 0.5 to 0.7, for which U and Q appear to be maximized, with t and L kept fixed while the cell's aspect ratio as well as the number of cells within the confinement are varied. With the lack of analytical expressions in this case, the discussions will be limited mostly to qualitative trends.
Experimental
The test specimens are fabricated from standard rigid poly(vinyl chloride) bars of thickness t = 2 mm and, in the case of Figs. 1a and b, e/t = 5. PVC is chosen for its ease of fabrication and its ability to accommodate large deformation without incurring fracture. The bars are interconnected to produce the desired structural pattern with the help of 1 mm deep grooves machined into their surface as shown in Fig. 1d . The grooves are filled with a RT-curing structural adhesive for firmness. The multilayers (Fig. 1a) are constructed with n = 2, 3 or 4 layers while the multi-cells (Fig. 1b) are made of m = 1, 2 or 3 modular units, each containing i rectangular perforations as necessary to fill the length L. The multi-tubes (Fig. 1c) are constructed using j = 1, 2 or 3 perforations in each direction.
The specimens are inserted into a parallelepiped confinement made of steel for support, see Fig. 2 . One of the confining walls normal to the z direction though is made of a transparent PMMA to facilitate direct visualization. The upper edge of the specimen is monotonically compressed with the aid of thick, fitting steel block at a nominal strain rate %0.01 s À1 using a screw-driven testing machine. The tests are interrupted when the load experiences a sharp upturn signaling material densification. The deformation of the multilayer and multi-cell specimens is observed through the transparent block with the aid of a video camera. To circumvent the effect of the system's compliance, the relative end shortening of the specimen, D, is evaluated directly from the video images. From the load and displacement records, plots of nominal stress vs. nominal strain are generated similarly to Fig. 3 . The specific crush energy U, corresponding to the area under such a plot, is presented as a function of the cell's aspect ratio or relative density via Eq. (1). (Fig. 1a) This relatively simple configuration is especially useful for elucidating the effect of q. Fig. 6 shows the deformation history for specimens constructed of two (a) and four (b) layers having q = nt/H = 0.5 and 0.57. Bending seems to be the primary deformation mechanism, although the effect is not limited to isolated regions or hinges but rather it extends over considerable parts of the material. As the number of layers is increased, the buckling process becomes more collaborative, with shear localization emerging as a dominant collapse mechanism (Fig. 6b) . Fig. 7 shows the variation of U * with n for two choices of q, with symbols and lines denoting test data and possible fits, respectively. It is apparent that U * is monotonically reduced as n is increased. One cause for this is friction. Because this effect mostly involves the outer surfaces of the specimen, it tends to diminish with n; the prominent effect of friction has already been noted in connection with the single bar case (Fig. 4) . Another cause for this reduction is the tendency toward collaborative type deformation as noted in Fig. 6b . As will be shown in the next section, this shortcoming can be circumvents using a multi-cell design. Fig. 8 (symbols) summarized the test data for the case n = 4 analogously to Fig. 4 . The results are much similar to the single bar case albeit with an across-the-board reduction. The increase in mean stress with relative density is generally similar to the likewise behavior of strength in cellular material (e.g., Vural and Ravichandran, 2003) . The relationship between mean stress and relative density in low-density cellular structures are generally expressed in the form r m /r 0 = B 0 q D , with (B 0 , D) = (0.28, 2) for hexagonal honeycomb (e.g., Gibson and Ashby, 1997). Although not strictly applicable to the present case, this relation is applied to Fig. 8 via Eq. (3b), with B 0 taken as 2.3 (instead of 0.28). As shown by the solid lines, this simple power relation seems to capture essential trends. (Fig. 1b) Given that the optimal crushworthiness for our multilayer is realized for a dense packing, we restrict the study of our multi-cell specimens accordingly. Fig. 9 shows the deformation sequence for a two-unit structure with i = 4, a/t = 2 and b/a = 2, for which q = 0.63. The units seem to deform independently in a symmetric fashion. Fig. 10 shows the final deformation stage for a single-unit structure with fixed dimensions a/t = 2 and L/t = 19. The important role of the horizontal elements of the cell in controlling the wavelength of the characteristic buckle Fig. 6 . Deformation history for a two-layer (a) and a four-layer (b) multilayer specimens (Fig. 1a , n = 2 or n = 4); t = 2 mm, L/t = 15. Fig. 7 . Normalized densification energy vs. number of layers for the multilayer specimen (Fig. 1a) , t = 2 mm, L/t = 15; symbols are from tests, r 0 = 74 MPa, curves are drawn for illustrative purposes.
Test results
Multilayer
Multi-cell
is evident. As shown in Fig. 9 , this helps to eliminate collaborative buckling and shear instability in favor of progressive buckling and folding, for which energy dissipation by axial deformation is added to that of bending. Finally, we note the lack of large voids in these micrographs, in support of Eq. (2). Fig. 11 shows the effect of varying b while keeping all other dimensions fixed, i.e., a/t = 2, L/t = 19, on U * . (Given from Eq. (1b) that q varies only moderately for this plot, the rest of the quantities in Eq. (3) would behave quite similarly to U * .) The test data (symbols), pertaining to m = 1, 2 or 3, are fitted by curves to illustrate trends. Unlike for the multilayer, U * seems to stabilize with increasing m, reaching steady-state or a truly Fig. 9 . Deformation history for a multi-cell specimen (Fig. 1b) constructed of two modular units, each containing four cells; t = 2 mm, (a/ t, b/a, L/t) = (2, 2, 19). cellular topology for m = 3. The energy density (as well as mean stress) in this case seems to be maximized for a square cell, a topology which is just sufficient to accommodate a complete buckle (for the present choice a/t = 2), at a value of U * % 0.4. Introducing i ) 1 and a/b = 1 in Eq. (1b), the corresponding relative density is %0.67, a figure similar to that found for the single bar case (Fig. 4a) . (Fig. 1c) In this case the specimen could be observed only after unloading. Fig. 12 plots U * vs. cell's aspect ratio d/c for the case c/t = 2, L/t = 15 and j = 1, 2 or 3. The data are fitted by curves to illustrative trends. The behavior is generally similar to the multi-cell case (Fig. 11) , albeit with a somewhat higher energy levels. As indicated from the insert in Fig. 12 , this enhancement may be due to the fact that now all four tube walls dissipate energy. Similarly to Fig. 11 , within experimental scatter the specific energy representing a truly cellular configuration (i.e., j = 3) seems to be maximized for a square-cell topology c/d % 1.
Multi-tube
Discussions
Because the present study is geared toward impact loading, a comment on how the loading rate may affect strength and energy dissipation seems in order. Numerous works on rods and cellular structures Fig. 10 . Some fully crushed, single-unit multi-cell specimens (Fig. 1b) , t = 2 mm, (a/t, L/t) = (2, 19). Fig. 11 . Normalized densification energy vs. cell's aspect ratio for multi-cell specimens (Fig. 1b) having one, two or three modular units; t = 2 mm, (a/t, L/t) = (2, 19). Symbols are from tests, r 0 = 74 MPa, curves are drawn for illustrative purposes.
have been devoted to this subject (e.g., Wang and Lu, 2002; Vural and Ravichandran, 2003; Galib and Limam, 2004; Li et al., 2007; Radford et al., 2007) . In addition to increasing the yield stress of the material (which enters all three energy contributions in Eq. (4) in a linear fashion), impact loading may induce pronounced inertial effects. The latter is vividly demonstrated in Fig. 5c , which is a snapshot from FEM simulation of the axial impact of aluminum tube against a rigid wall (Wang and Lu, 2002) . Whereas under quasi-static loading the tube buckles into relatively long waves, here, due to inertia a multitude of short buckles develop. One notes the striking similarity of the resulting buckling pattern to those shown in Figs. 5a and b, suggesting some form of equivalence in the lateral constraints provided by side walls and inertia. The pronounced effect of inertia in the context of the more structurally oriented honeycomb topology is demonstrated by the numerical study of Li et al. (2007) , where it is found that the densification energy greatly increases with impact velocity even though the material considered is rate independent. On the other hand, high-rate experiments on Balsa wood have shown that the strength is little affected by the loading rate (Vural and Ravichandran, 2003) .
Summary and conclusions
The main objective of this work was to gain insight into how the cell's topology and relative density may affect the mechanical performance of cellular structures loaded either normal or parallel to the cell axis. The relatively simple specimen designs adopted facilitate a convenient means for this purpose. Although the specimens are laterally confined, (for the purpose of stabilizing the deformation), the effect of confinement rapidly diminish with the number of cells so that the data in this case are representative of a truly cellular topology. The crushworthiness, load-bearing and stroke or densification strain are assessed based on minimizing structural volume or mass. Optimal performance seems to be conclusively achieved for a square-cell topology, which, depending on q, may provide optimal wavelength for the characteristic buckle. For sufficiently tight packing, this leads to energy dissipation throughout the material body. When considering crushworthiness, the optimal choice for q on the basis volume and mass considerations would be %0.65 and %0.5, respectively. On the other hand, the mean load increases monotonically with q for both the approaches while the opposite occurs for the stroke. When considering the mechanical performance as a whole, some compromise is called for depending on the specific application. A reasonable general design value may be q % 0.5. For a square-cell topology, this leads to U % 0.45r 0 , r m % 0.9r 0 and e d % 0.5. The first two values, which would be universal for materials characterized by a flat post-yield response, represent a considerable enhancement over common cellular structures, for which q is typically <0.1. Fig. 12 . Normalized densification energy vs. cell aspect ratio d/c for multi-tube specimens (Fig. 1c) having 1 · 1, 2 · 2 or 3 · 3 cells; t = 2 mm, (c/t, L/t) = (2, 15). Symbols are from tests, r 0 = 74 MPa, curves are drawn for illustrative purposes. Insert is a post-mortem top view of a fully crushed specimen.
